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Abstract
This paper reports on findings from an exploratory study on social media dilemmas (SMDs) mothers experience about their children’s social media presence when their mothers-in-law share about their offspring online, violating their boundaries expectations. The work is theoretically informed by systems theory and communication privacy management theory. A parenting forum was researched to investigate how mothers themselves frame these dilemmatic situations through a thematic analysis of a sample of 1224 posts from 38 discussion threads focusing on these issues. This work shows the disorienting nature of SMDs leading mothers to seek support through online communication. Findings from this study further suggest that sharing about minors on social media can cause dialectical tensions between interacting systems (i.e. the nuclear and the extended family), with mothers claiming and expecting first-level agency in managing their children’s digital footprints to foster systemic differentiation in the digital home.
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1 Introduction

In the contemporary digital age, social media use is embedded in family life in the global North (Lupton, Pedersen, & Thomas, 2016). Through a circular process of media domestication by which family and the media shape each other (Silverstone, 2005), families incorporate social media sharing in their daily routines by posting representations of their members on the Web (Holloway & Green, 2017). In this context, Sharenting, or the act of “sharing representations about one’s parenting or children online” (Blum-Ross & Livingstone, 2017, p. 110), has become a usual habit for families (Livingstone, Blum-Ross, & Zhang, 2018). A growing body of research on the topic has developed in the past few years, focusing mostly on mothers sharing photos of the offspring on social media (Kumar & Schoenebeck, 2015). While the literature on the topic highlighted benefits associated with this practice in terms of increased sense of connectedness with important people in one’s life (Bartholomew, Schoppe-Sullivan, Glassman, Kamp Dush, & Sullivan, 2012), scholars have also considered the lack of children’s agency in managing their digital footprints (Supple Bartels, 2015). In this sense, it has been stressed the role of parents as children’s personal information gatekeepers (Steinberg, 2016) who play an agentive role in deciding about their offspring’s online privacy. Ammari, Kumar, Lampe and Schoenebeck (2015) found that within the nuclear family, mothers do most of the online disclosure management work, by setting explicit and implicit rules for relatives and friends – especially grandparents – on whether and what to share online about their children, with the aim of defining boundaries between interacting systems. Thus, although Sharenting seems to be motivated by the desire to stay in touch with other family members, parents do care about being the ones in control of this practice. Such an endeavor is in line with communication privacy manage-
ment theory (Petronio, 2002), according to which families erect metaphorical privacy boundaries to draw a line with the outside world. According to systems theory, then, different degrees of boundaries can result in different levels of systemic differentiations (Minuchin, 1974). When parents guard their children’s online presence, *privacy stewardship* is enacted as the responsibility they “take on when deciding what is appropriate to share about their children online and ensuring that family and friends respect and maintain the integrity of those rules” (Kumar & Schoenebeck, 2015, p. 1310). As children get in touch with other people from different systems who may have different photo-sharing preferences compared to the family (Autenrieth, 2018), such a negotiation becomes pivotal to guarantee parents an appropriate level of control. This may be the case of grandparents sharing about their grandchildren online without parents’ consent, engaging in “grand-sharenting” (Damkjaer, 2018). The emotional valence of grandparents using social media to see photos of their grandchildren has been documented in the literature (Ivan & Hebblethwaite, 2016). Little research, though, has investigated dilemmatic situations stemming from boundary crossing having to do with grandparents themselves sharing about grandchildren online.

In the realm of family dilemmas, research supports that violating boundaries is a main source of dialectical tensions between the nuclear and the extended family, especially with the in-laws (Danielsbacka, Tanskanen, & Rotkirch 2017). In particular, it has been sustained that when it comes to poor boundary regulations, the most difficult in-law relationship is the one between daughters- and mothers-in-law (henceforth DILs and MILs; see Fischer, 1983).

This paper builds on a broader project studying digital dilemmas parents experience concerning their children’s digital footprints, focusing on the dialectical tensions experienced by DILs and MILs when the latter violates mothers’ expectations about their offspring’s online presence. To this end, a parenting forum was used as a site of research to investigate how parents themselves define and describe these dilemmatic situations, *in their own words*. A purposive sample of 38 discussion threads and 1224 comments, specifically focusing on tensions between DILs and MILs concerning children’s social media presence, was thematically analyzed. The original contribution of this work rests on its understanding social media quandaries as a potential source of family communication issues to be considered by communication, child and family studies scholars when investigating contemporary families and their systemic relationships.

## 2 Literature review

This section reports on relevant literature to frame our work. First, a review of studies on the governance of children’s social media presence is provided. Following, pertinent frameworks concerning systems theory (Minuchin, 1974) and communication privacy management theory (Petronio, 2002) will be briefly explained. Finally, the rationale behind our choice to focus on dialectical tensions between DILs and MILs will be supported reporting on related empirical studies.

### 2.1 Managing children’s social media presence: A matter of agency

Children’s social media presence starts well before they are born, with ultrasound sharing marking the first step in the construction of a child’s online identity (Leaver, 2018). Bartholomew et. al (2012) found that 79% of new mothers and 76% of new fathers had uploaded photos of the offspring on Facebook in the U.S., mostly on a monthly basis. A large-scale quantitative study in the U.K. found that three in four parents who access the internet monthly share photos or videos of their children, with little gender differences (Livingstone et al., 2018). According to the same study, parents’ photo-sharing frequency about the offspring with close family and friends has an inverse relationship with the child’s age, reaching a peak with children under four. Sharing tend to decrease as a
child grows into adolescence, possibly as a request from the child himself/herself (Livingstone et al., 2018). In this regard, scholars have argued that early childhood, in particular, is a critical site of datafication for children (Mascheroni, 2018a), which is “the ability to transform almost every aspect of social life into online data” (Mascheroni, 2018b, p. 517). Taken together, these data support that sharing pictures of children on social media is a common habit for parents today in the global North.

Sharenting, however, comes less light-heartedly than what it seems, as parents reported grappling with digital dilemmas concerning their children’s privacy online (Chalklen & Anderson, 2017). This suggests that mothers and fathers are not naïve about their children’s online presence, which in turn becomes an issue to deal with in the digital home, where sometimes “anti-sharenting” positions are taken (Autenrieth, 2018). Ammari et al. (2015) found that, while both fathers and mothers are involved in curating their children’s online presence, mothers take the lead “in doing the work of posting content online, as well as managing disclosure about their children” (p. 1902), which also involves setting boundaries with third parties in the form of photo-sharing rules. The authors conceptualize this responsibility as a new gendered domestic labor for mothers. In this case, managing boundaries means assuring parents’ agentive role.

Agency has been conceptualized in terms of “people’s beliefs about their capabilities to exercise control over events that affect their lives” (Bandura, 1989, p. 1175). This concept is particularly appropriate here, as adults sharing representations of children online who are too young to consent themselves do, de facto, act as children’s proxy even when they have not a say in, nor sometimes an understanding of, the process. While many actors can record details of children online (Lupton & Williamson, 2017), parents play, to different extents, the dual role of not only narrators of their children’s lives, but also personal information gatekeepers (Steinberg, 2016). As Leaver states, when posting online “the shared presumption […] is that the agency of the user is central. There is a presumption that identity should be controlled, curated and managed by the self in question” (Leaver, 2015, p. 151). As the boundaries between the parents’ and the child’s self can blur when sharing about the offspring (Blum-Ross & Livingstone, 2017), parents end up becoming agents of their children’s social media presence. Thus, up to the point where children’s themselves can start to express their opinions about Sharenting (Ouvrein & Verswijvel, 2019), it’s parents who control the child’s self and its extension online.

Governing the child’s relationship with media, however, is not new. In turn, the idea of a “good enough parent” who pays attention to the child’s experience of media and technology in the household continues to function as a cultural model, defining specific parenting roles and moral identities (Caronia, 2010). The history of parents’ concerns over the use of new technology and media is a long one in family life (Wartella & Jennings, 2001). As technology and media are rooted in the lives of contemporary families (Wartella, Rideout, Lauricella, & Connell, 2014) the expectations for parents to be involved in their children’s media consumption continue to be high (Blum-Ross & Livingstone, 2016). Such an effort, we argue, can be understood within the intensive parenting ideology (Shirani, Henwood, & Coltart, 2012), a Western childrearing philosophy holding parents – especially mothers (Hays, 1998) – accountable for their children’s lives, including their relationship with technology.

In the realm of social media, all of this translates in new efforts parents are expected to make to protect their children’s data and privacy online (Livingstone, Stiолова, & Nandagiri, 2018). Having adults as third-parties sharing about children online, though, represents a peculiar case per se. When it is other people who share about children, their online presence becomes passive, calling for the responsibility of the adults who are doing the sharing to manage possible risks and safeguard their privacy online. Not only, though, is the current generation of parents probably
the last one who stepped into the online realm autonomously (Autenrieth, 2018), but this also means that when it comes to children's social media presence contemporary parents cannot rely on their own experiences with traditional media, nor on their own parents' knowledge (Leaver, 2015). In turn, new cultural models (Holland & Quinn, 1987) are currently in the making, stemming from dilemmatic experiences where parents do, indeed, question their online sharing habits (Blum-Ross & Livingstone, 2017). As an example of that is the privacy/openness paradox, where mothers who share about their children on Facebook are happy to do so, but also worried as they recognize potential hazards caused by their sharing behavior and tend to rely on a risk-benefit ratio evaluation to regulate their photo-sharing experience (Chalklen & Anderson, 2017). However, this assessment still implies the agency of the parent in deciding what kind of behavior can be considered acceptable or not online. It follows from here that other sources of dilemmas can generate from members of systems external to the nuclear family, like grandparents, posting about grandchildren online. Even if well intentioned, occurrences like this can collide with parents’ expectations about social media privacy, causing boundary violations and asking for reparative courses of action to be taken.

2.2 Managing family’s privacy boundaries: Lessons from systems theory and communication privacy management theory

According to Webb and colleagues (2015) a peculiar characteristic of social media is that they afford boundary crossing in their own design for the opportunity offered to users to share contents not only about themselves but also others. In the realm of family relations, new media contributes to “a redefinition of rules in relationships, particularly with whom we share particular information and manage emerging boundary issues” (Hertlein, 2012, p. 377). When using social media, families try to preserve clear boundaries between themselves and the world outside, conversationally setting rules about what to share online and who can access their accounts (Sharaievskaya & Stodolska, 2015). When it is other people who share contents about their children online without consent, most parents get frustrated because of this boundary crossing (Smith, 2014).

The extended family – including both the family of origins and in-laws – represents an important system connected to the nuclear family (Fingerman & Hay, 2002). At the same time, building on the concept of family boundaries ambiguity (Boss & Greenberg, 1984) – or a state of non-clarity about who belongs to the family system – the extended family has been considered part of an external system due to different patterns of interaction between members (Sharaievskaya & Stodolska, 2015). On this basis, while we do recognize the extended family – specifically here, the mother-in-law of the child's mother – as being part of a circle close to the nuclear family, we refer in this study to the figure of the MIL as a member of a system that, although expected to be part of a child's life, is external to the nuclear family.

Systems theory (Minuchin, 1974) posits that clear boundaries function as rules aimed at fostering a neat systemic differentiation by defining who, and to what extent, participates in a system. Diffuse boundaries, in turn, can cause a situation of enmeshment where systems tend to tangle up and the different needs and values of different members are difficult to distinguish (e.g. online privacy orientations). When it comes to making decisions about children’s social media presence, parents may want to be the ones setting rules for members of other systems surrounding the child to respect (Ammari et al., 2015), marking clear boundaries that, if crossed, could cause systemic enmeshment and relational tensions. This could be the case when a MIL shares about one’s grandchild online without parents’ consent.

Communication privacy management theory (CPM; Petronio, 2002) provides a good framework to further conceptualize boundary violations when it comes to social media privacy. To this respect, three main CPM's tenets well explain the way
people manage boundaries of personal information between interacting systems. *Privacy ownership*, according to which people believe they own their personal information and think they are the ones who can decide to grant access to selected “co-owners”. *Privacy control*, which further indicates that even when granting access to third parties, people still feel they are the ones regulating their privacy. Finally, when boundary conflicts take place – intended as situations where there is a discrepant coordination of privacy ideals between parties – *privacy turbulence* occurs, where people feel co-owners have violated their boundary expectations. Turbulence, in turn, calls for solutions to be taken on the part of the owner to claim first-level ownership, leading either to relational damage or improvement (Steuber & McLaren, 2015).

Several studies have used CPM stressing the fuzzy dimension of online privacy as known and unknown users may have access to the posted contents (Child & Starcher, 2016). For the purpose of this study we will focus on circumstances where third-parties share about other people’s children online, making privacy decisions that collide with their own agency causing privacy ownership violations (Degroot & Vik, 2017). We interpret these predicaments as an extension of family privacy dilemmas which “call into question the way boundaries are usually regulated both within the family and to outsiders”, asking families “to cope with situations where there may be too much permeability” (Petronio, Jones, & Morr, 2003, pp. 24, 29) and systems can get enmeshed in terms of privacy values and expectations. The next section will look at how such a state of boundary entanglement can occur within the MIL-DIL systemic relationship.

2.3 The specificity of dialectical tensions between mothers- and daughters-in-law

The focus of this paper on the relationship between DILs and MILs is motivated by the fact that it can be one of the most problematic in family life. According to Rittenour (2012) this is evident not only in the more diffused *Gerred* (i.e. “idle talk”, Heidegger, 1996) as narrated in cultural and media representations, but also in empirical literature. Studies support that the likelihood for dialectical tensions over boundary issues are higher with parents-in-law than parents of origins, especially between DILs and MILs (Danielsbacka et al., 2017). Scholars claim that this may be due to different family cultures/history and because of MILs’ higher involvement than other in-laws with their sons’ families (Fingerman & Hay, 2002). According to the triangular theory of in-law relationships (Duck & Kirkpatrick, 2006), these connections are characterized by the presence of a linchpin (i.e. the family member creating the in-law relationship), the spouse of the linchpin (e.g. the DIL), and the relative of the linchpin (e.g. the MIL). The in-law relationship is probably the weakest link of the triad due to its involuntary nature (Morr Serewicz, 2008). Several factors have been linked to relational issues between DILs and MILs, such as an intrusive behavior of MILs in DILs’ family life and their criticizing DILs’ childrearing practices, which can result in more boundary violations (Fischer, 1983). Issues managing intergroup boundaries are at the heart of in-law relationships (Rittenour & Soliz, 2009), with implications on marital satisfaction concerning the way these matters are addressed (Bryant, Conger, & Meehan, 2001). In fact, agreement between DILs and husbands in managing boundaries with the MIL is linked to successful relationships, while having the husband siding with the MIL or not taking a position can cause tension (Rittenour & Kellas, 2015).

Little is known, though, about predicaments stemming from cases of boundary violations due to MILs posting about grandchildren online, nor how they can impact the relationships between parents as members of the nuclear family supposed to cohesively set boundaries with interacting systems. Also, mothers play the role of gatekeepers in regulating not only their children’s social media presence (Ammari et al., 2015) but also the relationship of the child with extended family/in-laws (Fagan & Barnett, 2003). As such, this
contribution looks at the dialectical tensions experienced by DILs and MILs when the latter violates mothers’ boundaries of their offspring’s online presence, and how these dilemmas impact family relationships.

3 Studying social media dilemmas online

The broader ongoing project this paper is part of explores social media dilemmas (SMDs) parents experience about their children’s social media presence and privacy (Blum-Ross & Livingstone, 2007; Chalklen & Anderson, 2017). As Petronio et al. (2003) claim, the peculiarity of dilemmas is that, unlike issues, they do not rely on a binary choice between right and wrong, but reflect “situations in which there are conflicts between multiple values and interests, in which actors are uncertain about appropriate courses of action to take” (Petronio et al., 2003, p. 29). A specific characteristic of SMDs associated with children’s online presence is that they are brand new, thus parents may find themselves disoriented when dealing with them and look for advice.

In today’s family life the Web plays an important role to support parents in the global North – especially mothers – via online communities of advice (Lupton et al., 2016). Advice, “by its very nature, responds to some kind of dilemma” (Blum-Ross & Livingstone, 2016, p. 12). In this regard, scholars have been studying parenting forums as sites where parents can find / provide social and emotional support, normalize their experience and address questions they would not address elsewhere thanks to an environment affording anonymity (Brady & Guerin, 2010). This is in line with the hyper-personal model of interpersonal communication (Walther, 1996, 2007), according to which Computer Mediated Communication may allow people to engage in more meaningful interactions than those occurring Face to Face.

Data for this project were collected from the United States-based BabyCenter community, as one of the most popular parenting forum online (Lupton et al., 2016). According to the website information page, it reaches over 50 million parents all over the world, with seven in ten new and expectant mothers using it monthly in the United States.1 A content analysis of the website (Jang & Dworkin, 2012) found that most members are mothers of 20–30 years of age, and that conversations concern areas such as pregnancy and labor, issues related to the baby, and personal and common problems concerning parenting challenges.

The choice of using a parenting forum as a site of research was motivated by three main assumptions. First, the literature supports that these platforms can be good sources of data collection with respect to several topics, like pregnancy (Cappellini & Yen, 2016), birth (Das, 2017), or health choices (Hookway, Elmer, & Frandsen, 2017). Second, online discussion sites have been shown to generate good quality natural data (Smith, Bulbul, & Jones, 2017). Third, they build on other users’ responsiveness to engender rich discussions (Holtz, Kronberger, & Wagner, 2012). Given the exploratory nature of this study, this approach was considered appropriate, as it allowed us to investigate dilemmas that parents deemed disorienting (see Mezirow, 1991) in terms of possible courses of action, and thus worth discussing. Also, by studying natural data on a parenting forum we were able to see how SMDs are experienced, understood, and co-constructed not only by the original posters, but also recipients taking part in the conversation.

In an age where social media and digital technology are embedded in family life, scholars have called for more evidence to explore “how boundaries around technology are formed, maintained, and adjusted” (Sun & McMillan, 2018, p. 182). The present contribution seeks to investigate how boundaries of children’s social media presence are understood and experienced within interacting systems, with regard to the relationship between MILs and DILs.

1 Available at: https://www.babycenter.com/about.
As such, this study is guided by the following exploratory research questions:
› RQ1: How do mothers frame dilemmas with MILs concerning their children’s social media presence?
› RQ2: What solutions to these dilemmas are discursively proposed and co-constructed?
› RQ3: What impact can SMDs have on family systemic relationships, with particular regard to the DIL-MIL-Husband triad?

3.1 Data sampling and analysis
Data for this project were collected from the BabyCenter-Community forum, a public area of the website. Being our focus on mothers talking about posting photos or information of children on social media, the forum was searched for instances of threads related to our topic of inquiry using a string of keyword search terms. A sequentially top-down data collection method followed (Eriksson & Salzmann-Erikson, 2013), where the first 150 pages of results were screened for considerations (1500 threads). Thus, we filtered all the discussions to select those in line with our study, dealing with sharing about children on social media. We found many threads dealing with questions about sharing not only pictures of children themselves, but also sonograms, status updates on pregnancy, labor, etc. Because these types of postings constitute the online “social worlds of the unborn” marking the beginning of his/her online presence (Lupton, 2013), we decided to include them in our sample, expanding our focus toward a holistic investigation of children’s social media presence as it evolves over time. The final broader sample of threads concerned either mothers’ own sharing behavior or other people sharing about the original poster’s child (e.g. grandparents, relatives, etc.). The latter is the focus of this contribution. For the purpose of this paper, a purposive sub-sample of threads was selected from the main sample (Palys, 2008), concerning cases of boundary predicaments where the original poster (i.e. the DIL) would complain about MIL posting pictures/information of her born/unborn child/children on social media. Although several threads concerned even other in-laws and members of the extended family sharing about the child, informed by the literature on MIL-DIL’s dialectical tensions (Rittenour, 2012) and consistently with this paper’s research questions, we narrowed our focus to discussions exclusively focusing on MILs. This led to a final sub-sample of 38 threads and a total of 1224 comments, posted between 2014 and 2018. The number of comments per thread ranged from 5 to 95 ($M=32.21$; $SD=21.98$). Mothers dealt with these dilemmas either during pregnancy or after the child was born. When children’s age was reported, this was in the early childhood stage. All the posters self-identified as women either with usernames or in the comments.

In line with perspectivism (Cornish, Gillespie, & Zittoun, 2013) we tried to bring a diversity of outlooks to the analysis by iteratively coding the data with the help of a research assistant. Also, we have tried to constructively discuss our interpretative biases, while seeking to embrace a “hermeneutic of suspicion” (Ricoeur, 1970). Given the exploratory nature of this study, we opted for an inductive coding approach to investigate common themes among discussion threads and comments (Boyatzis, 1998). The units of analysis were the single posts within the threads, while keeping track of their conversational evolution. First, the principal investigator and the research assistant read through threads independently applying initial codes to the data (Saldaña, 2009). The resulting list of codes was revised comparing same units of analysis to look for correspondences and resolve discrepancies (Campbell, Quincy, Osserman, & Pedersen, 2013). Following, the initial codes were organized into a smaller, patterned number of categories (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The developing codebook (containing definitions, examples, and instructions) was iteratively discussed to resolve disagreements. The codebook was then tested by the second author, first independently writing analytic memos, then further revising it with the
first author. Finally, the first and second authors completed a third pass to review all the threads and make adjustments to the codebook as needed. While our analysis was exploratory in nature, inductive findings were further conceptualized, developed and organized with respect to our theoretical frameworks.

In analyzing these interactions, we looked at how actors-in-conversation framed both the stories being told and discussed and the characters of these stories (i.e. mothers themselves, other actors involved in the stories like children, partners, relatives, etc.). According to Goffman (1974) frames are schemata of interpretation helping people understand, organize, and give meaning to experiences. Frames are not given once and for all but are, in turn, re-organized and re-constructed through social interaction (Bercelli, 1999). Online interpersonal communication fosters the production of mediated frameworks of reference (Das, 2017) as lenses through which looking at and (re)interpreting the social world and one’s personal life. Through the meso-level of interaction (see Formenti, 2012) taking place on parenting forums, people can communally make sense of and interpret their experiences, while constructing and attaching meaning to them. In this sense, this work looks at the discursive products of online conversations between parents as a form of social construction where not only dilemmatic events are discussed, but the social and moral identities of the “characters” of these events are also constructed (Orletti, 2000).

In reporting our findings we recognize that being this an exploratory study where researchers worked with a non-probabilistic sample of natural data and had no involvement in their production, and given the anonymous nature of these interactions not allowing to get more contextual information about these posters than those already shared, our approach was limited. These limitations can be tackled by adopting different methodologies in future research, as will be discussed in the conclusions. Also, in interpreting these results it is important to recognize the female-dominated nature of parenting forums (Dworkin, Connell, & Doty, 2013) and the gendered dimension of these interactions.

3.2 Ethical considerations

Online data collection rises ethical concerns. Many scholars who employed similar approaches did not seek consent when data were publicly available, not protected by password / forum registration, and posters used usernames, as reported in the debate about ethical use of online data (Roberts, 2015). In their guidelines on analyzing Internet Forums, Holtz and colleagues refer to open forums claiming that “usually, the postings in these forums can be read by everybody. In our view, this justifies the consideration of communication within such forums as ‘public behavior’” (2012, p. 57). Further evaluating privacy concerns, though, was pivotal to us.

The legitimacy for researchers to collect public data on online forums, in fact, has been questioned since the very beginning of the World Wide Web. King (1996) stressed the importance of reflecting on the ethics of online research thoroughly in order to do no harm to posters, problematizing the opportunity for researchers to just collect and analyze data without giving ethics some serious thoughts. In an effort to offer scholars in the late 1990s guidelines to orient themselves, the author focused on two broad dimensions to take into account when evaluating whether and how collecting data online: group accessibility and perceived privacy. According to the author, researchers need to evaluate whether the group is accessible (e.g. with no registration) and to what extent posters perceive their conversations as private (possibly by asking them directly). Such an approach was later supported by Marx (1998) who stressed the need for informed consent when using natural online data. In his “netnography” framework for online research, Kozinets (2002) claims that researchers should always disclose their presence when studying online interactions. While such a framework can certainly be appropriate when studying private online communication (where one
can assume there is a high expectation of privacy), some scholars state it is too strict if applied to public communication as well. As an example, Sugiura, Wiles, and Pope (2017) report on their experience where trying to contact posters to ask for consent was extremely challenging, leading them to claim that “the convention that all research participants should give full and free consent to participating in research is, in the online context, neither possible nor necessary” (p. 195). People conversating online have been reported to react badly when researchers disclosed their presence, as it was the case for Hudson and Bruckman (2004) in their observation of chatroom conversations. It is however important to stress that archived asynchronous conversation on public forums and synchronous interaction in a chatroom cannot be easily compared: according to the AoIR (2002), the former is more public than the latter. When working with archived and no longer active conversations as we did, we argue, researchers are not really taking part in the interaction, nor really “lurking” or acting in disguise, as the conversation has in fact already taken place in a moment in time that does not coincide with the one when data are being collected and analyzed (like it may very well be the case when recording live chatrooms).

The debate on ethical use of online data is currently open and no agreement has been reached. As such, researchers may face dilemmas in deciding whether and how – if at all – treating such data. A choice needed to be made on our part as well.

According to the Association of Internet Researchers scholars should make situational decisions and not along binary lines (Markham & Buchanan, 2012). As such, we thoroughly looked at published scholarship focusing on the same or similar forums. While studying the BabyCenter forum following the steps listed in Brady and Guerin (2010) and Reid (1996), Jang and Dworkin (2012) did not seek consent. Neither did Milne, Weijs, Haines-Saah and McLaren (2017), Pedersen and Smithson (2013), Pedersen and Lupton (2018), Das (2017), Whiteman (2012), Appleton, Hons, Fowler, Brown and Hons (2014), or Hine (2014). Informed by these scholars and the abovementioned guidelines, we only studied already existing discussions, publicly accessible (i.e. no needing registration / password / authorization to be retrieved), asynchronous, and archived as no longer active at the time of collection. As other researchers make the case for (see Das, 2017; Whiteman, 2012) this made getting in touch with posters virtually impracticable.

Evaluating posters’ perceived privacy was challenging. While, on the one hand, Eysenbach and Till (2001) argue that posting publicly doesn’t necessarily mean that posters are consenting to their statements being collected, on the other, when focusing on public communication occurring in public areas of a forum “the multiparty and anonymous nature of Internet forums means that contributors can expect their posts to be read by strangers. In fact […] when reading Internet posts, it becomes clear that contributors orient toward addressing a group of strangers” (Jowett, 2015, p. 289). As such, we decided to collect and analyze these data, checking all the excerpts we used on the Google search engine to control their traceability as a further step to safeguard anonymity (Smedley & Coulson, 2018).

4 Findings and discussions

In order to address our research questions, we organize our findings as follow: first, we describe what type of SMDs mothers experience and how they feel about it. Then, we describe how posters conceptualize the roles of: the MIL as the subject of the in-laws triad causing the boundary crossing and dialectical tensions; the mother as the one looking for a solution to get back control and protect her child’s online presence; the husband as a third party whose behavior can foster or hinder systemic differentiation and define or not the nuclear family as a higher level system when it comes to choosing about children’s social media presence.
4.1 “How on earth does one manage this?” – The disorienting nature of social media dilemmas

The overarching characteristic of the opening posts in all the 38 threads was the presence of a SMD caused by a boundary crossing perpetuated by the MIL, which would cause the mother to lose agency in controlling the digital narrative about her child online. We classified these violations as either pre- or post-birth. Pre-birth violations (n = 16) encompass occurrences where MILs shared about the unborn, by disclosing information concerning either the pregnancy status of the mother, gender reveal, and/or the labor. This pregnant mother’s narrative is an example of that:

I’m due April 22, and in the past 24 hours, MIL has posted four different statuses or comments referring to the fact that she has ‘less than 22 days’ to meet her grandson. This irritates me to no end because I’ve told her so many times that the 22 is my due date and going over is not just a possibility, but very likely. […] She doesn’t listen and continues posting about meeting him in less than 22 days.

Post-birth violations (n = 22), in turn, involve sharing pictures of grandchildren online after they are born and during their daily life, which were either sent to the MILs by parents privately, captured with a screenshot from parents’ social media, or snapped by MILs themselves. As these mothers state:

My MIL is obsessed with Facebook. When she was here for a week after he was born she took a million pictures and posted ALL of them.

My MIL’s pic is currently a picture of my daughter that has never been on social media. It is one of her monthly milestone photos sent to family because they asked. I just find it weird and it bugs me because it is not something I have posted.

In line with CPM (Petronio, 2002) either parents established boundaries preventively by setting explicit rules, or they relied on implicit rules thinking that knowing not to post about other people’s children “should be common knowledge to everyone regarding kid photos.” Consistent with previous studies, such occurrences show that sometimes people lean on a dimension of common sense when not stating clear privacy boundaries with family and friends (Steuber & McLaren, 2015). Additionally, both pre- and post-birth violations were in the forms of what Degroot and Vik (2017) defined as pre-emptive disclosure violations – where MILs shared something mothers would have posted later – or discrepancy breaches of privacy – where contents that were not supposed to end up online were shared.

Associated with these types of violations are the respective dilemmas stemming from mothers not knowing how to address these predicaments. This was evident in their words indicating doubts on appropriate steps to take, as these posters stressed:

I wanted to pick others’ brains and see if I’m just overreacting and should just grin and bear it or if it’s something that needs another conversation.

I keep questioning what the right course of action is.

In this regard, several mothers stressed how “Social media is a blessing and a curse” because of a set of new potential issues parents are not properly equipped to face. As this poster states, “the world is so different from when I was a kid, it’s hard to know what the new norm is and what is safe,” stressing the brand-new peculiar dimension of SMDs for contemporary families.

4.2 “Why is it always MILs?” – Constructing the “boundary stomper”

Both original posters and commenters identified the MIL as the source of the turbulence (Petronio, 2002) causing the dilemma. One peculiar characteristic across posts was a differentiation between the
members of the family of origin and the MIL, as these excerpts exemplify:

As soon as my MIL gets a photo of her grandchildren she posts it on Facebook and I just feel offended that she didn't give us a chance to post our own child. My own mom is the complete opposite she hates nosy people so she won't post anything for a while herself.

My parents also ask us to send them photos we would be comfortable being included [on online photo-albums] vs. MIL who just does whatever she wants.

Marking this difference discursively framed the MIL as a “boundary stomper”, whose nature was recurrently reinforced by other posters taking part in the conversation to stress this commonality of experience. As these mothers state:

Is your Mil my Mil?? I literally had this same exact issue with mine. She was always sharing my posts, and even started tagging herself in pictures of my son.

[...] do we have the same mother in law?

Consistently with the literature on dialectical tensions between DILs and MILs, posters tried to make sense of the boundary crossing by relying on a set of attributions that would explain MIL’s behavior (Rittenour & Kellas, 2015). We found that MILs’ social media conduct was framed as either naïve, malicious, or pathological, following a differential degree of problematization.

The less problematic figure was the naïve Mil. These occurrences show posters making sense of the boundary crossing referring to affective reasons and lack of digital skills. Despite being bothered, DILs would explain MIL’s posting behavior as motivated by a desire to show her excitement for the grandchild, without though being able to recognize / understand potential harms or parents’ desire of agency. As these posters stressed:

She's thrilled, and maybe she doesn't realize how upset you are. Does she know how to use privacy settings? [...] go easy when you talk to her, but do clarify your concerns, she may not be aware!

She might not even get why you feel this way or the dangers of social media. Can't blame her if she doesn't know I guess.

A common idea was that such a naivety was due to generational reasons, like this DIL who describes her MIL as “an older over-sharer (i.e. not digital native who understands how the internet is forever and not the same as real life) who has no understanding of online safety.” Such an idea recalls that older generations can actually experience more privacy predicaments due to less knowledge and skills (Child & Petronio, 2011).

The malicious MIL was the most recurring frame and defines a figure who wittingly violates boundaries and whose behavior can be anticipated due to a commonality of traits and previous experiences of boundary stomping. She is described as someone who “has zero respect”, “likes to test boundaries” and “wants to feel like she has power” even when it comes to children's social media presence, as an extension of other dialectical issues. The interactional patterns that discursively constructed this figure were marked by their strong realism: for their very nature, MILs are defined as figures who will cross (social media) boundaries. As an example of that, let us focus on a mother's pre-birth violation experience, whose MIL shared the baby's gender reveal on Facebook. The DIL is now afraid she is going to do the same with birth announcement, stealing her the opportunity to be the one to do it in her own terms (i.e. sharing the news only with close friends a couple of days after the birth to take time to bond with the child). As in other occurrences, posters anticipated MIL’s behavior calling for specific courses of actions on the part of the DIL to tackle the issue:
She WILL post on Facebook whether you want her to or not. As soon as she finds out it will be on Facebook. Talk to her now. She WILL steal your announcement. She WILL argue with you that it was her right as the grandmother to do so.

Saying that the MIL “WILL” post on Facebook deterministically typifies her behavior as something predictable, by using language as a means to discursively construct a problematic figure. Thus, the malicious MIL was framed as fully responsible for the boundary violations, with posters attributing this to selfish motivations that are linearly explained, in their words, by MIL’s attitude to cross boundaries.

Finally, the pathological MIL was a borderline figure who – despite being rare – represents the most problematized one. She was defined as “crazy” and “in need of mental help” and emerged in discussions where MILs were framed as too involved in parents’ family life. As this poster claims:

She’s harvesting photos so she can feed her emotional dysfunction. This enmeshment and obsession is not normal or okay.

For example, after being asked to remove pictures of her granddaughter from Facebook, a MIL refused because sharing would cause her joy and such a behavior was framed by posters as deranged due to her inability to control herself:

She’s basically saying that sharing your kid’s photos is an addiction she can’t control.

While these figures are socially and interactively constructed (and not necessarily describe the actual MIL behind posters’ words), framing the MIL as a boundary stomper called for some tangible solutions for the DIL to take in order to tackle the dilemma and restore agency.

4.3 Being a Good mother, safeguarding the Child: solutions to restore agency

According to Petronio (2002), when faced with privacy predicaments people react to get back control. Experiencing a SMD, though, entails that there are doubts on appropriate courses of action to take, which led these mothers to ask for advice on how to restore parental agency. A common premise throughout all of the threads was a superiority of the mother over the MIL justifying her desire to control, which was exemplified by the overly recurrent expression “Your kid, your rule”. As this poster claims:

You’re the mom, you get to say what about your child is shared on social media, nobody else!

Such a position was also supported by those who did not agree with mothers’ apprehensions, as this poster stressing that:

Even if I don’t share your worries, you’re definitely not wrong for feeling the way you do. You’re the mom, you make the decisions.

The agentive role mothers want to play, and their emotional reactions of anger and distrust were normalized, as in the words of this poster:

No, you’re not overacting. While it’s not a matter of national security for the country, it’s an extremely violating feeling.

To some extent, then, such an agentive role was also expected by posters. Such an expectation is in line with the idea that governing the child’s experience with (social) media is proper of a “responsible” parent (Caronia, 2010), who in this case needs to clearly set and reinforce boundaries: “Big girl panties! Firm! Draw the lines and stick to it.” Framing the ‘good mother’ identity on parenting forum with respect to how to raise a child is not new (Pedersen, 2016). These threads, though, add to the literature the figure of the good mother who
actively seeks to manage her child’s digital footprints on social media as a new pressure on contemporary motherhood, as indicated in this poster’s words:

I feel that it is my job as little guy’s mom to look out for his wellbeing, and I personally feel that this include protecting his privacy and identity. When he is old enough to make social media decisions for himself, then so be it.

In terms of solutions to take, mothers provided a set of advice ranging from more dialogical and open to radical ones. We found three main courses of action mothers were advised to take, sometimes based on analogous experiences commenters had themselves: educating the MIL, controlling access to photos and information, and relational cut off.

Educating the MIL entailed opening a conversation where the DIL would explain her reasons for wanting to have control of her child’s social media presence, setting boundaries upfront or remarking and clarify them if violated. Such a solution aims at safeguarding the relationship without diminishing the role of the mother. This position recurred when the MIL was framed as “trainable”. In order to help mothers educate their MILs, commenters recounted personal experiences, provided them with possible statements to use to ease the process, and indicated several online supporting documents (like articles on the importance of privacy and social media rules) to back their claims. As this mother states:

There are tons of articles about “Facebook Etiquette” if you google. I’d find one that talks about how sharing pics that aren’t yours is rude and send it to MIL. Maybe she’ll get it if she realizes it’s not a you thing, but a fairly common etiquette rule.

Controlling access to photos and information was a common solution to adopt in case educating the MIL was not effective. When MIL was seen as intentionally violating boundaries, commenters suggested several actions to take. These ranged from reporting the posts (e.g. to Facebook) and have them taken down, to stop sending her information (concerning the unborn) and photos (about the born child) or block her access to the mother’s social media where she could get photos and re-post them. Blocking, though, was not always perceived as wise, because it would not allow the mother to monitor the MIL’s account, as this poster claims:

I wouldn’t block her. That would only make it harder for OP (original poster) to see and report any inappropriate photos she uploads to Facebook from her own camera.

Another suggested solution was to “watermark” the photo to control their spreading online and hold the violators accountable. The general idea here was that the mom had to step up and set clear online boundaries, regardless of what the MIL would think about it:

She doesn't have to realize your reasons or even understand them. She just has to follow them or face the consequence of never having any photos of your children.

Finally, the relational cut off was a desperate-times-call-for-desperate-measures kind of solution, indicated when the MIL was deemed to be “untamable” and no other actions could be effective. In these cases, according to the posters, the best move for the mother to make was to erect rigid boundaries (Minuchin, 1974) by cutting off the MIL from family life. Such a solution was adopted by several mothers who reported to have MILs blatantly ignoring and repeatedly challenging their rules. As this mother advised:

If someone is going to be so bold to TELL you that they’ll do something when they know you don’t want it, you should feel no guilt in cutting them off.
4.4 The role of the husband toward a systemic differentiation

Whatever the solution, an overarching theme concerned the role of the husband in dealing with these predicaments. While the mother was always framed as responsible for her child, posters collectively stressed the importance of “being on the same page” with the husband when it comes to set boundaries about children’s social media presence. Such an agreement was conceptualized in the “two Yes, one No rule” indicating that “both parents have to agree to something for the baby or it doesn’t happen.” Further, the husband was held accountable to face the predicaments with MIL and implement solutions that could restore parental agency and mark what the MIL, as member of an external system, could do or not. Depending on the way the father would deal with these situations, posters conceptualized three figures which can be positioned on a different gradient of systemic differentiation: the supportive husband, the disengaged husband, and the mom-enmeshed husband.

The supportive husband was the one who agreed with the mother in terms of online boundaries between systems, ready to set and enforce rules as needed. One of the commenters pointed the role played by her partner when, during pregnancy, she feared her MIL could post something:

My MIL is ALWAYS on FB and that made me worried she would share something. So my husband and I sat her down to discuss this before she was born.

In line with previous literature, being on the same page when it comes to face (online) boundary predicaments was related to marital satisfaction (Bryant et al., 2001). Indeed, this type of husband was described as “amazing” and “always ready to stand up to MIL,” helping to draw a clear line with the MIL in case of a boundary crossing and affirming the nuclear family as a first-level system in terms of social media decisions. Mothers recognized that such a clear stance could cause tensions between the husband and his own mother and were appreciative of this gesture. One poster who had a fight with her MIL sharing pictures of her son without consent recounted how her husband was “at the forefront in putting her in her place”, recognizing how difficult this could be for him but still praising his commitment:

It breaks my heart for him, but I love that he is not running to appease mommy. He has been absolutely phenomenal, and I have never been more in love with him than I am right now.

The supportive and collaborator husband, then, was framed as the one who fosters clear boundaries and neat systemic differentiation.

The disengaged husband, in turn, minimizes mother’s worries and acts inconsistently with the rules she sets. As this mother who solicited her husband to tell MIL not to post about their child reports:

I have tried talking through it multiple times but he doesn’t see the problem. He believes because it’s her first grandchild it’s normal.

Another mom had her partner make fun of her, underestimating her concerns: “He just chuckled and when I asked him why he smiled he said I’m making a big deal out of nothing.” Several mothers lamented that while they tried to control MILs’ posting about their children online by, for example, not providing pictures, the husbands would send them regardless because they saw nothing wrong with it. This caused feelings of frustration, not only because their perspectives were devalued, but also because this inconsistency would cause their efforts to be useless and their positions to be taken less seriously. Such behavior would send a contradictory message in terms of what the nuclear family’s social media expectations were, as this poster stressed:
You both know who she is and yet your husband continues to feed her pictures knowing she’s going to share them far and wide with who even knows who. Stop doing that. It sends her a very mixed message. You’re telling her to stop but you’re still giving her access to what causes the problems.

Having the husband not taking the need for social media rules seriously, then, would cause a situation where boundaries between systems concerning this issue could generate confusion and enhance tensions, not only inter- but also intra-systemically. This behavior was firmly and harshly condemned by several posters, according to which the husband was being too disrespectful, as this mom claims:

You, the mother, have certain reservations regarding social media and your kids, and he’s letting these people shit all over your limits and you.

Lastly, the *mom-enmeshed husband* was defined as a partner unable not to mark per se, but mostly to maintain clear boundaries with the MIL, because of a too intense relationship with her causing a systemic enmeshment. While these occurrences were rare, they were intense in terms of posters reactions. As an example of that, here is a suggestive case of a mom whose husband she had established clear social media rules with had “a weakness for his mother”, not allowing him to reinforce these rules with MIL. While the mother didn’t want him to interrupt relationships with his mom because of this, she cared about having him back her when reinforcing the social media family’s expectations after the MIL violated them:

I don’t expect him nor do I want him to completely cut her out from his life. I just want there to be boundaries.

This occurrence was overly problematized by other posters who suggested that the source of the dilemma was not the MIL but the husband himself. As these commenters state:

You have a dumb-husband problem not a MIL problem. Does he ignore and dismiss you, and your concerns all the time? Or just when it comes to his mommy? Are you always de-prioritized?

Why is it more important for your husband to kiss his mom’s ass when she DELIBERATELY broke a clearly stated parenting rule than to protect his son and stand by his wife?

Following along this problematization trajectory, mothers stressed the need for the husband to actively support his wife, considering social media dilemmas as one of the many cases where members of the nuclear family had to establish clear lines of demarcation with other systems. As exemplified by these excerpts:

Now that he has a baby he has to accelerate the timeline for separating from his parents and building adult relationships with boundaries and mutual respect.

Relationships with other people – particularly his mother – need to evolve into a new pattern.

**Conclusions**

This paper has investigated SMDs associated with sharing about children online as a source of dialectical tensions between DILs and MILs. In doing so, our findings suggest that SMDs can be an extension of other previous dialectical issues among family members, as a new possibility of boundary predicaments. Livingstone (2006) points out that in the Western culture privacy definitions concern keeping info out of the public domain or controlling which personal info is available to who, with particular anxieties surrounding children and the Internet. Questions of children’s privacy and parental agency were, in fact, recurrent in our corpus of data, stressing the role of the MIL as a boundary crossed and of the
“good” mother trying to restore her agency rights. Boundary predicaments, however, don’t happen in a vacuum. While mothers’ work to manage their children’s online presence was almost taken for granted, an active role of the husband was expected and sometimes required to maintain relational satisfaction and to more vigorously enforce rules concerning the whole nuclear family as a higher-level system compared to other figures – in this case the MIL – from external interacting systems surrounding the child.

As posting about children on social media is a normalized practice (Leaver, 2018), managing children’s digital footprints can be a complicated effort, where matters of agency and privacy intertwine: it is not only about preventing something from being shared, but being in control of that content. This is all the more true when making decisions about third parties. Indeed, when parents share about their children online, and they are too young to give their consent, this can be conceptualized as a first-level loss of agency, with respect to the subject whose photo/information is shared about. Because parents play the agentive role of making decisions for their children’s online presence (Ammari et al., 2015), a second-level loss of agency occurs when people external to the nuclear family (e.g. the MIL) share about the child without parents’ consent. We conceptualize this occurrence as indicative of a double loss of agency, where both the child and the parents lose control of the process (for other examples of such an occurrence see Cino & Dalledonne Vandini, 2020).

By offering accounts of daily lives, these natural occurring data allowed us to explore how social media is so integrated in family life to the extent where new dilemmatic situations can arise from their use not only by members of the nuclear family, but also other figures who make decisions about children’s digital footprints. As Pedersen and Lupton (2018) make the case for, investigating online threads on parenting forums helps researchers to focus on predicaments that posters felt a need to discuss strong enough “to initiate such a thread, in the knowledge that it may be read by thousands of other people” (p. 59). As these threads focus on social media, we can get a sense of how their use can be a new source of parental worries, along with more “traditional” ones that have already been studied on parenting forums, such as pregnancy, diet, health, upbringing etc. (see Cappellini & Yen, 2016; Das, 2017; Hookway et al., 2017). SMDs, though, are brand new. As such, the plethora of challenges stemming from them can disorient parents who cannot rely on their own experiences with traditional media, nor on their own parents’ knowledge (Leaver, 2015). Discussing these quandaries with peers represents one of the ways parents can make sense of and overcome them, with online communication fostering the potential activation of hermeneutic circles (Gadamer, 1975) and the progressive construction of new cultural models (Holland & Quinn, 1987). Which is to say that through the collective construction of these “mediated frameworks of reference” (Das, 2017) posters, as laypeople, are reinforcing and (de)constructing models of conduct concerning social media privacy and boundaries, sharing problems for which solutions and courses of actions are sought and discussed, and moral identities are framed (e.g. the “good” mother in a social media age). Not only can these frameworks of reference be of help for those parents who actually took part in the conversations, but also for those who lurked (i.e. read without taking part) or will read them in the future because they’re facing similar dilemmas. As cultural models are realized through pattern of daily behavior and expressed through language and communication (Holland & Quinn, 1987), this storage of daily experiences can function as a potential resource for parents to use when trying to make sense of SMDs.

As every source of data, though, this one as well comes with several limitations that need to be addressed. While analyzing online interactions occurring between users allowed us to take a close look at their meaning-making processes, background information was hard to identify, as well as the broader context of these posters. Still, given its qualitative nature, we looked at and were more concerned with particu-
larity rather than generalizability of findings (Creswell, 2014). Future research can build on these findings and put them into context with self-report methods. Qualitative studies could help to explore more in-depth how parents deal with these and similar predicaments with other family members. As posters may reveal partial or inaccurate information about themselves or their children online, the nature of online data can pose challenges in terms of reaching a broader understanding of this phenomenon. This makes the effort to expand these findings with other qualitative approaches relevant to allow for a deeper interaction between researchers and interviewees. Facilitating rapport during in-depth interviews, in fact, may foster a relationship of trust and thus truthfulness of the findings (Duncombe & Jessop, 2012).

Quantitative analysis would provide an estimate of the breadth of this phenomenon. Also, in the realm of family communication issues, several variables could be taken into account to better understand these predicaments, such as the quality and characteristics of the relationship between MILs and DILs, the number of years of relationship, the age of the child, as well as that of parents and grandparents. In this sense, future research may want to investigate whether these experiences are more common with younger or older children, and if the age of the MILs and the parents contributes to them. As it is the case when working with natural data on online forums, we were not able to know demographics characteristics of the actors. The “generation” of the MILs, though, was reported several times by posters as something that may cause a lack of familiarity with social media privacy and “etiquette” (see the “Naïve MIL”), and possibly explain their photo-sharing behavior.

Additionally, while most of the posters in these threads reported to have children in the early childhood stage, it will be important to more accurately consider the age of the child. Research shows that when old enough to have a say in their social media presence, children lament their parents’ photo-sharing habits when challenging the impression of themselves they want to leave online (Ouvrein & Verswijvel, 2019). Future investigations, though, could expand these findings by also considering children’s perspectives on grandparents and other adults posting about them on social media.

Finally, because we focused on the United States section of BabyCenter, this dataset is more likely to reflect North American perspectives and experiences, which should not be generalized to other cultures and geographical areas. According to CPM, in fact, culture is a staple variable to consider when studying experiences of boundary turbulence (Petronio, 2002).

In spite of their limitations, our findings can inform communication, child and family studies scholars as well as practitioners concerned with more general family communication issues families can face in their everyday life. To this end, it is pivotal to keep in mind that parents may want to be the ones making decisions about whether and how to represent their children on social media. When addressing SMDs it is also important to recognize their potential disorienting nature, and that no easy solutions exist, especially when dealing with other family members. SMDs can constitute a new extension of previous family privacy predicaments, expanding the realm of potential dialectical tensions within the family. As such, new forms of communication and online sharing represents a new arena to study in the realm of family communication. Clear boundaries between systems, agreement between parents, mutual understanding and respect of these boundaries seem then to be pivotal for family relations to tackle these dilemmas and maintain systemic differentiation in the digital home.
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